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They Shoot Horses Dont Horace Mccoy
The fifth volume in Starr's classic history of California, The Dream Endures shows how Californians rebounded from the Great
Depression to emerge in the 1930s into what is now known as "the good life." Starr illustrates the ways the good life prospered in
California--in film, fiction, leisure, and architecture. Starr looks at the newly important places where Californians lived out this
sunny lifestyle: areas like Los Angeles (where Hollywood lived), Palm Springs (where Hollywood vacationed), San Diego (where
the Navy went), the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena (where Einstein changed his view of the universe), and college
towns like Berkeley. "In this, more than any other of Starr's monumental California histories, we see the stirrings of uniqueness in
the social and cultural evolution of California. Starr's theme is relevant to all of America and the national destiny."--Neil Morgan,
San Diego Union-Tribune "Enormously sensitive and moving. Social and cultural history doesn't get any better."--San Francisco
Chronicle "In his monumental continuing study of California, Kevin Starr belongs in the company of the best."--Herbert Gold, Los
Angeles Times Book Review
A personal and fascinating account of the career and achievement of an important, much-loved director; Jack Clayton.
Collects the words of Americans from all walks of life, presenting more than five thousand entries in a browser-friendly, crossreferenced, and single-column format that encompasses more than five hundred topics.
Jürgen Müller's overview of the films of the 1960s has over a hundred A to Z entries that include synopses, film stills, cast and
crew listings, box office figures, trivia and actor and director biographies. The book covers examples of Italian, French, German
and American movies that strongly characterized the 1960s.
The Depression of the 1930s led people to desperate measures to survive. The marathon dance craze, which flourished at that
time seemed a simple way for people to earn extra money dancing the hours away for cash, for weeks at a time. But the underside
of that craze was filled with a competition and violence unknown to most ballrooms. A lurid tale of dancing and desperation:
Horace McCoy's classic American novel captures the dark side of the 1930s.
This book tests critical reassessments of US radical writing of the 1930s against recent developments in theories of modernism
and the avant-garde. Multidisciplinary in approach, it considers poetry, fiction, classical music, commercial art, jazz, and popular
contests (such as dance marathons and bingo). Relating close readings to social and economic contexts over the period
1856–1952, it centers in on a key author or text in each chapter, providing an unfolding, chronological narrative, while at the same
time offering nuanced updates on existing debates. Part One focuses on the roots of the 1930s proletarian movement in poetry
and music of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Part Two analyzes the output of proletarian novelists, considered
alongside contemporaneous works by established modernist authors as well as more mainstream, popular titles.
The American Left has produced a rich and varied cultural tradition that was largely suppressed during the Cold War but whose influence on
the larger society has always been significant. Much of this tradition found its expression in film and, despite the suppression of overtly leftist
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content in most Hollywood films, there is still a substantial amount of leftist material in American movies. Booker's study gives the attention to
the films of the American Left that they have long deserved. His book provides extensive entries for more than 260 films that are connected
with the culture of the American Left, ranging from Citizen Kane to Apocalypse Now. The chronological arrangement of the entries allows the
reader to trace the cinematic representation of the American Left across time, while an appendix and index provide alphabetical and thematic
access to the material.
The four volumes of Film Study include a fresh approach to each of the basic categories in the original edition. Volume one examines the film
as film; volume two focuses on the thematic approach to film; volume three draws on the history of film; and volume four contains extensive
appendices listing film distributors, sources, and historical information as well as an index of authors, titles, and film personalities.
Since 1993 over 500 women have been murdered in Ciudad Jurez. Residents believe the true number of disappeared stands at 5,000. When
a new disappearance is reported, Kelly Courter, a washed-up Texan boxer, and Rafael Sevilla, a Mexican detective, are sucked into an
underworld of organised crime, believing they can outwit the corruption all around. The Dead Women of Jurez follows these two men
obsessed with seeking the truth about the female victims of the Mexican border wars.
Tennessee-born Horace McCoy joined the American Air Service in WWI, was wounded flying over France, became a reporter-actor in Dallas.
In Hollywood, he was popular as a handsome actor, then toiled as a prolific movie-script writer. McCoy burst into fame with his first novel,
They Shoot Horses, Don’t They?, about Depression-era marathon dancers. His No Pockets in a Shroud features a social climber bribed to
have his marriage annulled by the bride’s rich father, then establishing a radical magazine. I Should Have Stayed Home exposes Hollywood
moguls and rich old women exploiting would-be actors and actresses. Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye features warfare between a professional
criminal and corrupt law-enforcement agents. When made into a movie it starred Jimmy Cagney. Additional films were based on McCoy’s
fiction. McCoy visited England and France where translations of his works were admired by existentialists. Scalpel, his best-seller, features
Tom Owen, a successful WWII military surgeon at odds with his superiors, including General Patton. Owen returns to his Western
Pennsylvania roots to investigate his brother’s death, is drawn into high-society--temporarily? Well-educated Owen perhaps resembles what
McCoy aspired to be. But love of cars, wine, travel, and the high life clipped his wings. He left Corruption City, a sixth novel, in fragmentary
form--completed by a ghost writer and blasting yet another set of unclean cops and thieving politicians. McCoy’s popularity in Europe may be
better than in America, a land he loved and wished were cleaner. This book begins with a chronology of major events in the life of Horace
McCoy (1897-1955), and then in one alphabetized sequence synopsizes the plots of his six novels and identifies each of their 494
characters--often with critical comments by publishing scholars, including Gale. It concludes with a select bibliography showing the range of
scholarship on McCoy, then an index.
During the Great Depression, pulp fiction writers created a new, distinctly American detective story, one that stressed the development of
fascinating, often bizarre characters rather than the twists and turns of clever plots. This new crime fiction adapted brilliantly to the screen,
birthing a cinematic genre that French cinema intellectuals following World War II christened “film noir.” Set on dark streets late at night, in
cheap hotels and bars, and populated by the dangerous people who frequented these locales, these films introduced a new antihero, a tough,
brooding, rebellious loner, embodied by Humphrey Bogart as Sam Spade in The Maltese Falcon and Philip Marlowe in The Big Sleep. This
volume provides a detailed exploration of film noir, tracing its evolution, the influence of such legendary writers as Dashiell Hammett and
Raymond Chandler, and the films that propelled this dark genre to popularity in the mid-20th century.
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They Shoot Horses, Don't They?Profile Books

Taking the subject chronologically from the 1890s to when the book was initially published in 1989, this book analyses
those films specifically concerned with working-class conditions and struggle, and discusses them within the context of
the debate on the social significance of the feature film. It concentrates on films which depict labour organizations and
political activists, as well as life in working-class communities and actors with working-class identities such as James
Cagney. Reviews of the original edition: ‘...fills a gap in film studies...the study of social and labour history, and the
development of popular culture in Britain and the United States.’
Jeremiah Johnson, The Way We Were, Absence of Malice, Out of Africa, Tootsie, The Firm, Searching for Bobby
Fischer--Sydney Pollack has produced, directed or appeared in some of the biggest and most influential films of the last
quarter century. His emergence in Hollywood coincided with those of such other innovative directors as John
Frankenheimer, George Roy Hill and Sidney Lumet, and with them he helped develop a contemplative style of
filmmaking that was almost European in its approach but retained its commercial viability. Film-by-film, this work
examines the directorial career of Sydney Pollack. One finds that his style is marked by deliberate pacing, ambiguous
endings and metaphorical love stories. Topically, Pollack's films reflect social, culture and political dilemmas that hold
some fascination for him, with multidimensional characters in place that generally break the stereotypical molds of the
situations. Pollack's directing efforts on television are also detailed, as are his production and acting credits.
Traditional Chinese edition of Miss Lonelyhearts. This 1933 publication of Nathanael West's novel about a columnist
giving advice to women during the depression era is a dismal failure. But even with The Day of the Locust widely
acknowledged as his best, Miss Lonelyhearts is now regarded as West's masterpiece. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed
by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Comedian Robin Williams said that if you remember the '60s, you weren't there. This encyclopedia documents the
people, places, movements, and culture of that memorable decade for those who lived it and those who came after. *
Nearly 500 A–Z entries on the political, religious, artistic, and popular topics of the decade * A chronology of significant
political and social events * 50 photographs and illustrations * Dozens of expert contributors from a variety of fields and
academic disciplines * An extensive annotated bibliography
A Companion to Literature in Film provides state-of-the-art research on world literature, film, and the complex theoretical
relationship between them. 25 essays by international experts cover the most important topics in the study of literature
and film adaptations. Covers a wide variety of topics, including cultural, thematic, theoretical, and genre issues Discusses
film adaptations from the birth of cinema to the present day Explores a diverse range of titles and genres, including film
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noir, biblical epics, and Italian and Chinese cinema
The author draws upon the humanities and social sciences to analyze the meaning and significance of this form of
aberrant play. Dance of the Sleepwalkers is descriptive of a freak form of amusement but, more importantly, it identifies
the posture of Americans living in modern times, the automaton!
This study examines masculinity and individualism in four American novels of the 1920s and 1930s usually regarded as
belonging to the genre of hard-boiled fiction. The novels under study are Red Harvest by Dashiell Hammett, The
Postman Always Rings Twice by James M. Cain, They Shoot Horses, Don't They? by Horace McCoy, and To Have and
Have Not by Ernest Hemingway. In this first full-length study of gender in hard-boiled fiction the genre is discussed as a
representation of the ideologies of masculinity and individualism. Hard-boiled fiction is located in its historical and cultural
context and it is argued that the genre, with its explicit emphasis on masculinity and masculine virtues, attempts to
reaffirm a masculine order. The study argues that this emphasis is a counter-reaction to more general changes in the
gender relations of the period. Indeed, hard-boiled fiction is argued to be an attempt to reconstruct a masculine identity
based on anti-modern values generally accepted in the cultural context of the genre.
From Edgar Allan Poe to James Ellroy, crime writers have provided some of the most popular, controversial, acclaimed
and disturbing works in American literature. 100 American Crime Writers provides critical biographies of some of the
greatest and most important crime writers in American history. Both an important scholarly work and an enjoyable read
accessible to a wider audience, this addition in Palgrave's Crime Files series includes discussion of the lives of key crime
writers, as well as analysis of the full breadth and scope of the genre - from John Dickson Carr's Golden Age detective
stories to Raymond Chandler's hardboiled Philip Marlowe novels, Ed McBain's 87th Precinct police procedurals to Megan
Abbott's modern day reimagining of the femme fatale. Drawing on some of the best and most recent scholarship in the
field, all of the key writers and themes of the genre are discussed in this comprehensive study of one of the most
fascinating and popular of literary genres.
The city of Colton is corrupt to its very foundations. Surrounded by lies, Mike Dolan wants to print the truth. He quits his
job on THE TIMES-GAZETTE and founds COSMOPOLITE with borrowed money. In his unsparing zeal to expose the
city's criminals, he risks sudden death with each issue. Author Horace McCoy (1897-1955) was considered one of the
great 20th-century American writers.
The work of Armand Gatti, outstanding contemporary French experimental dramatist and director, was central to the
Popular Theatre Movement in postwar France and today incorporates film, video, and journalism as well play-writing.
This volume provides an eyewitness account of the man, an assessment of his work, and insight into political
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commitment in film and theater.
LIFE Magazine is the treasured photographic magazine that chronicled the 20th Century. It now lives on at LIFE.com, the
largest, most amazing collection of professional photography on the internet. Users can browse, search and view photos
of today’s people and events. They have free access to share, print and post images for personal use.
McCoy’s hardboiled noir classic, about an Ivy League graduate’s criminal rampage through the seedy underground and
glitzy high society of an unnamed American city To escape prison, Ralph Cotter uses the same genius for planning and
penchant for cold-hearted violence that helped earn him a spot in the slammer in the first place. On the lam in a city
where he knows nobody, Cotter has nothing to lose, no conscience to hold him back, and no limit to his twisted ambition.
But in the midst of a criminal spree, a grift leads him to the boudoir of wealthy heiress Margaret Dobson, a woman with
the power to peel back the rotten layers of his psyche and reveal the damaged soul beneath. Vicious and thrilling, Kiss
Tomorrow Goodbye is a look at one man’s relentless attack on American society, conjuring one of the most memorable
antiheros of twentieth-century noir fiction. This ebook features an extended biography of Horace McCoy.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself
as the trusted resource for readers across the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering everything from
politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and
excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
Provide over two hundred entries on the popular culture of the United States during the Great Depression.
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